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Womb Chair with Ottoman - Mica Gray Fabric
Inspired By: Eero Saarinen Womb Chair

 

DESCRIPTION

Note: This quick ship item is only for the Saarinen Style: M70 Womb Chair Chair - With Ottoman - Mica Gray Fabric If 
you would like a different color, please go to the main product page for this item: MC-1310

The Model 70 Chair, which became to be known as the "Womb Chair", was designed by Eero Saarinen in 1948 and 
is considered among the ten best mid-century modern furniture designs. Chairs from this era were known for their 
form, function and flamboyance. They were more comfortable than their Bauhaus modern predecessors, as they 
were essentially created for "lounging" - a new activity for the 1950"s.

Our Model 70 Lounge Chair is inspired by the Womb Chair is faithful to the original design, with a few minor 
differences. For instance, we use a molded fiber-reinforced internal shell, not a plastic shell, then sculpt the North 
America sourced foam over that. Our legs are stainless steel, not chrome plated steel. Our upholstery is what sets 
our version apart from all others on the market. Our fabric is made in North America, and is 100% polyester made 
from recycled plastic. This fabric is a textured or boucle surface and is extremely durable (250K double rubs) and is 
water and stain resistant. 

Dimensions:
Overall: 40.5w x 36d x 35h
Seat Interior: 23w x 20d
Seat Height: 17h
Arm Height: 21h
Weight: 40lbs

Item No.: QS-MC-1310-F265

Price: $2,260.00
Product Category: Lounge Chairs

Designer: Eero Saarinen

Product Group: saarinen seating

Modernism Style: Mid-Century Modern

Upholstery Color: Mica Gray

Click to View Other In-Stock Colors: MC-1310

Product URL: https://www.modernclassics.com/store/pc/Womb-Chair-with-Ottoman-Mica-Gray-Fabric-35p32772.htm
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